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Anuvu and Skillshare Announce Strategic
Partnership to Bring Online Learning
Content to Aviation and Maritime Markets

The partnership grants travelers and crews access to the exclusive online community to
expand their learning and development while on the go

Los Angeles, CA, August 30, 2022 – Anuvu, the leading provider of high-speed
connectivity and entertainment solutions for demanding worldwide mobility markets, today
announced it has entered into a strategic partnership with Skillshare, the world's largest
online learning community for creativity, to distribute the platform’s content across maritime
and aviation markets.

The partnership, which excludes U.S.-based airlines, adds a new layer of content diversity to
Anuvu's media library. It offers travelers exclusive online learning resources beyond the
streaming video on demand (SVOD) platform's paywall. For the maritime market,
specifically, Anuvu’s partnership with Skillshare brings crews new and compelling
educational opportunities while at sea for extended periods of time. Effective immediately,
passengers and crews will be able to access Skillshare’s online learning content and
community spanning topics ranging from lifestyle, entrepreneurship and personal
development to creative writing and branding. The initial content includes "Build Your
Business and Brand: Translating Your Passion Into a Plan," a Skillshare Original led by
designer, founder and author Rebecca Minkoff, among many others.

"Passengers today have a different set of priorities than in the past. There is a growing
desire to blend work and leisure when traveling, creating a strong demand for learning
content. As such, we are excited to partner with Skillshare to deliver premium classes to our
customers," said Estibaliz Asiain, Anuvu SVP Media & Content. "This partnership showcases
the unique buying power that Anuvu has with entertainment studios because of our leading
market share in both maritime and aviation, ultimately benefiting our customers with unique
content and competitive pricing.”

“Due to the nature of the industry, maritime crews often spend weeks to months at sea at
any given time, with very little access to media and entertainment. With the addition of
Skillshare to our media and content offering, Anuvu is addressing a critical need in the
market centered on enhancing crew welfare aboard private and commercial vessels,” said
Erik Carlsen, Anuvu SVP of Commercial for Maritime, Energy and Government (MEG). “We
are thrilled to partner with Skillshare to bring educational and skills development
opportunities to crews around the globe.”

Skillshare is the world’s largest online learning community for creatives. Members get
unlimited access to thousands of inspiring classes taught by industry leaders and working
professionals, on topics including illustration, design, photography, and more. Members
around the world love Skillshare for discovering inspiration, learning new skills, and putting

https://www.anuvu.com/
https://www.skillshare.com/?via=header
https://www.skillshare.com/classes/Build-Your-Business-and-Brand-Translating-Your-Passion-Into-a-Plan/1863479167?via=user-profile


their talents to work in ways they care about. The partnership is a crucial next step in
Anuvu's strategy to transform the media and content industry across the global mobility
market.

"We are thrilled to work alongside Anuvu to bring Skillshare’s online learning community to
aviation and maritime passengers at a time when interest in creative focused learning and
development content is in high demand," said Scott Sullivan, Skillshare Director of Brand
Partnerships and Business Development. “At Skillshare we know creativity can be a source
for good and growth in peoples’ lives, and we look forward to partnering with Anuvu to help
drive that creative spark in all travelers." 

Non U.S.-based airlines and maritime clients interested in adding Skillshare to their content
lineup can contact Anuvu to learn more. For additional information, visit anuvu.com.

About Anuvu     

Anuvu’s team of global experts effortlessly manage connectivity and content requirements
for demanding mobility markets including airlines, cruise lines, and mission-critical maritime,
energy and government applications. Through long-standing customer relationships, we
have a proven track record for meeting our customers’ needs, even as the world changes.
Anuvu’s flexible and agile approach enables us to adopt the newest technology to optimize
our clients’ experience and we take pride in maximizing the performance of today, while
optimizing for tomorrow. Our goal is to provide our clients with reliable, scalable, and
affordable solutions that meet the ever-changing needs of their passengers and guests.
Through our intelligent leadership and innovation, Anuvu defines next-generation passenger
experiences through integrated solutions tailored to our customers’ brands and service
objectives. 

Anuvu. Let Innovation Move You. 

Follow Anuvu on LinkedIn and Twitter for further updates and insights. 

About Skillshare

Skillshare is the world's largest online learning community for creativity. With more than
830,000 subscribers and tens of thousands video-based classes exploring a wide range of
creative disciplines from graphic design to photography to painting and illustration to interior
design—taught by industry experts including Jonathan Van Ness, Aaron Draplin, Emily
Henderson, Thomas Frank, Rebecca Minkoff and Jeff Staple and more. Skillshare is both a
publisher of original content, and an open platform, where anyone who meets our standards
and guidelines can upload a class and earn income. Skillshare's mission is to inspire
discovery and growth through creativity. To learn more, go to: www.skillshare.com.  
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